Nantucket’s Milestone Bog is slated to become certified organic by the end of the year. Right: Bear Swamp Orchard in Ashfield.

Allergy-friendly restaurants across Manhattan’s four popular regions: Uptown, Midtown/Times Square, Midtown South, and Downtown. Available as a free app on both iOS and Google Play. www.allergyeats.com

DURABLE BACKPACK FOR QUICK TRIPS

Baloons’ new Go-Bags are made for those who prefer quick and spontaneous trips — sometimes called “micro-adventures” — rather than long excursions. Designed for durability, the double-layered bags with reinforced PU coated webbing are heavier than traditional hiking gear. Features include three internal pockets (two mesh pockets and one mesh organization pocket), an exterior pouch, oversize pull tabs, button-down carrying straps for cross-body carrying. Lockable zipper heads ensure great security. Available in two sizes: $77 and $135. baboonstothemoon.com